
Adventure Racers attempt the Wonderland Trail in 60 hours! 

Imagine, if you will, running an ultramarathon over some of the toughest, gnarliest trails you could find, much of 

it through the snow, with a daily elevation gain/loss basically equivalent to climbing Mt. Rainier from the Paradise Visitor 

Center to the summit and back down – taking a short break, and then doing it again – and again, three days in a row, 

essentially unsupported, and carrying heavy packs. 

This is a story of growth, suffering and small triumphs, both mental and physical, as Dr. Jeni McNeal and Dave 

Adlard; founding members of “Team Adventure Sports Week” adventure racing 

team attempted to complete the entire 94 mile Wonderland Trail around Mt. 

Rainier in sixty hours, in July.* 

Here’s what the guide book says about the Wonderland, one of the 

world’s most famous and demanding treks: 

“…in 1993, two separate parties, one from Germany, and another group 

of 3 reporters from the Tacoma News Tribune, each did the trail in 4 days. (The 

latter in 93 hours total elapsed time)… seriously, don’t construe those times to 

imply that this trail is easy, IT IS NOT! In fact if there is one thing that those who have done the Wonderland would wish 

to convey to future hikers, it is to be prepared psychologically. It’s a tough trail! 

…The trip can be completed (with no layovers) in as few as 8 BIG days… though the 8 and 9 days trips are 

exceptionally hard, and are only recommended for very strong and well conditioned hikers…” 

~From “ Discovering the wonders of the Wonderland Trail encircling Mt. Rainier”, by Bette Filley, 2006. 

Let me tell you, if anything, the book is an understatement. 

Okay, now, before you pose the obvious question that’s no doubt begging to be asked… 

1) To undertake a profound, big accomplishment and cross it off our personal endurance “bucket lists.” 

2) To be accountable to ourselves and the people we had shared our insane vision with. 

3) To prove to ourselves we could do it, or more correctly, see how far we could go if we really had too. 

4) To train at a high intensity for a 5 day expedition-length adventure race in September 

 

Now, to be honest, #s 1 &3 were added after the hike started, and the enormity and implications of the task began 

to become apparent. At first, I just thought it sounded like a cool trek, and sounded impressive. 

The accountability issue is a big one, and is one of the keys of succeeding at goals you set for yourself. After having 

completed the acclaimed 15 week Mountain School with the Spokane Mountaineers in 2009, I had returned to be an 

assistant instructor for the 2010 class, and to teach the fitness and nutrition section. In that lecture, I had told the class – 

in order to be accountable – what we wanted to do.  Since then, several folks had inquired about our plans and the trip. 

There was no way I could back out, even though I didn’t fully commit until a few days before, due to scheduling issues 

this summer. 

 

Not being a hiker per se, I had only heard about the Wonderland in abstract before last January, when my 

training/racing partner and hiker extraordinaire Dr. Jeni McNeal came to me with what sounded like a no brainer: 

“We should do the Wonderland for training.” 



“Okay, let’s go,” I said. “How far is it? 

“94 miles” 

“Let’s just do it non-stop,” I remember saying. “We should be able to do it in 30 hours or less.” 

Her look was skeptical, to say the least. “No, you don’t understand. People take 10 days or more to do it.” 

Well, for those of you who know adventure racers, and me in particular, the hook was set. “Oh yeah?” I said to 

myself. “Wimps… well see about that… after all, how hard can it be?” 

We set a tentative date for the end of July/beginning of August, and except for small bits of chat, I basically 

dismissed it as anything more than a slightly long, glorified training day. 

Now, to be honest, I didn’t do much (any?) research, and, in retrospect, I for sure didn’t give the expedition the 

credit it deserves, perhaps until we were already a few miles in. Right up until the last couple of days, I was still viewing 

it as just another training. Jeni was organizing permits and camping (Camping? Why do we need camping? We’re not 

stopping), and tried, on more than one occasion to explain to me a bit about how the trail works and is managed by the 

NPS (National Park Service), but until literally two days before we left, I hadn’t even looked at a guide book or a map 

beyond the obvious: 94 miles, 47,000+ feet altitude gain/loss… no biggie. I had recently climbed Rainier, I was in shape, I 

was an adventure racer… I had this. The only real consolation I had made to the trip was to up my running mileage for 

the last several weeks prior. 

Also foolishly, I didn’t start packing until the day before we left, gathering the few essentials we would need. By this 

time, I knew that we would likely be out for at least one extra night on the mountain, or more likely two, because those 

pesky rangers seemed to want to know approximately where you were going to be along the trail, and they discourage 

people just jumping off the trail to make camp in the bushes… something about bears, glaciers etc.  My main concern 

was what happened if we got to camp early, felt great and just wanted to push on? When you’re fast, you just don’t 

want your style cramped, you know?  

Another change for me is that we were “fast packing.” For those of you who have climbed with me, you know that I 

am a bit “European” in my climbing style, meaning I tend to want to be comfortable, have extra food, warm, dry clothes, 

etc, and even an occasional bottle of wine has made it up the mountains with me from time to time. Cutting back on my 

“essentials” was going to be tough! 

Luckily my friend Rick McCharles of www.besthike.com fame was staying with us for a few days, and Rick is one of 

the most experienced hikers and fast packers I know, so with his help, I got my equipment down to a very manageable 

pile. His basic advice of “except for emergency gear, don’t take anything you aren’t going to use for sure” would come in 

very handy later.  

On Saturday, July 24, Rick and I stopped in Spokane to pick up Jeni, and I discovered my first major “flail,” or big 

error: Doing the final gear check, we got to shoes, and suddenly, and most surprisingly, I realized that I had forgotten my 

wonderful Brooks Cascadia trail shoes on the deck of our house, 50 miles back. Damn. 

Luckily, Runners Soul in Spokane is one of the great running shops of the western US, and though they didn’t have 

the Cascadias, I was able to find a pair of Mizuno Wave Ascend that fit nearly the same. Even though there was a fair 

amount of trepidation with doing a difficult 100 mile trail run in new shoes, I have to say they were great! No hot spots, 

dried well, held up perfectly. Well done, Mizuno! 

http://www.besthike.com/


Having sorted out the shoe issue, we made the 5.5 hour drive to Ohanapecosh ranger station and campground in 

Mt. Rainier. Rick had agreed to come along as official morale supporter, photographer and general support guy, and we 

were so glad to have him! Once at camp, we lucked out, as the camp was full, but someone had left early, so we were 

able to snag a great spot for our only “car camping” night, as we planned to pick up our permit the next morning at 9:00 

am and be on the trail by 9:45… 

Yeah, right. 

We set up camp, attended a short presentation with a park ranger on dealing with wildlife and ate our last warm 

meal for a while, as we Jet-Boiled mac and cheese, mashed potatoes and raspberry cobbler. One of the goals of this first 

night was to do a shakedown on our sleeping system, and thank goodness we did! One of our (very few!) miscalculations 

was our sleeping systems, which required some last minute adjustments. 

With no actual sleeping bags, we were a bit chilly, to say the least… Jeni almost froze her patellas off and ended up 

in the car. While I was okay, it was only 52 degrees, and at least one of our camps was going to be at much higher 

elevation, so something had to be done: thank goodness I had packed an Adventure Medical Products emergency mylar 

bivy that I (very chivalrously and generously, I feel!) gave to Jeni to use inside her regular bivy, while I used a normal 

space blanket. She was still cold, so she packed up her “always in the car” quilt and carried it the whole trip.  

Without it, I doubt she could have made it; July is still Spring in Rainier, and though it was 80ish during the day, the 

snow level was still about 5000 feet, and at least half of our time was going to be spent higher than that, including one 

of our two planned camps. Night temps at altitude were in the mid to low 30’s. I do have to say, however, that my streak 

of perfect weather at Rainier held up, as we had essentially no wind, no clouds, no rain, and warm temps throughout, 

making the need to deal with adverse weather less of a likelihood, though with RAINier, you always have to be prepared, 

especially since no camp fires are permitted along the trail. 

The morning of the 25th, we did a final gear check, packed up and were in line at the Ranger station 40 minutes 

early. We picked up our permits, to some strange looks from the Ranger: “You want them for only 3 days? Here, I’ll give 

you seven, just in case…” and headed for our departure point at Box Canyon. 

Problem #2: We somehow missed the Box Canyon trailhead. And Snow Lake, about 5 miles UP the road. You have to 

understand that even though the Wonderland is famous, it is not always conspicuously marked with nice big 

“Wonderland trail” signs at the junctions. Sometimes there aren’t any signs on the road, and only small brown ones on 

the Wonderland itself, so it wasn’t entirely our fault. We finally pulled out our maps and after a bit of exploring, found 

the trailhead at Reflection lakes, one of the highest points on the trail, where Box Canyon was one of the lowest… would 

that come back to haunt us? 

The short of it was, we ended up beginning at Reflections Lake at 10:40 am, one hour and 7 miles farther up the 

road than we had hoped. Oh well. 

With a last photo, drink of Gatorade and “don’t die’s” from Rick, we hit the Wonderland. 

Our goal time was 3 days/72 hours, with a “dream” time of 2.5 days/60 hours, both tall challenges, as we were 

carrying our own gear, food and water for the entire trip. 

What were we carrying? Not much, by trekking standards: 

Our gear list: 

 



Mine:        

~ Gregory “S-Pack” 33 liter pack w/ 2 L bladder    

 The Gregory was great! Super light, great support, good capacity, LOTS of outside extra pockets! 

~ Black Diamond Trekking poles (essential!)   

~ Futuro Ankle braces (essential!)    

~ REI Minimalist bivy (Awesome! Full zip)   

~ RAB ultralight down jacket (essential!)    

~ Sierra Designs rain shell (didn’t use, thank goodness!)  

~ Pacific Outdoor products “Aspen” Aerogel pad (Amazing! Best I ever used!) 

~ Adventure Medical Emergency Mylar bivy (a life saver!) 
~ Space blanket (see above) 
~ Steripen water purifier (used it only once at low altitude. Other than that, it was “fresh from high mountain streams” 
for both of us, praying that the beavers had used different streams.) 
~ 1 small “tea” candle 
~ Northface down camp booties (maybe not essential, but oh, so nice!) 
~ Mizuno Wave Ascend trail shoes  
~ Solio solar powered charger to recharge our Garmins. (worked great, and we could have used it more) 
~ Swiftwick Olefin socks (These are without a doubt the best socks I have ever worn for racing/training! 200 thread 
count per inch, tight enough to prevent blisters, but super fast to dry, great wicking… try them, you’ll love them! 
www.swiftwick.com) 
~ Minimalist first aid kit, stripped down to the bare essentials. 
 
Jeni’s: 
~ Osprey “Talon” 22 liter pack and bladder (excellent, but a tiny bit small, so she had to have a few “dingleballs” hanging 
on the outside, with a few other things strapped on. 
~ Leki poles 
~ Unknown bivy… (not as awesome as the REI one) 
~ Thermarest Prolite ¾ pad (Awesome!) 
~ Mountain Hardware down shell (Essential!) 
~ Blanket (lifesaver!) 
~ Iodine tablets 
~ Wool sleeping socks 
~ Super light Garmont hiking shoes (almost a cross between a tiny hiking boot and a high top trail runner) 
~ Keen socks 
~ Swiftwick arm warmers 
~ Duct tape  
 

That was pretty much it… no tents, no sleeping bags, no stoves, one extra shirt and one extra pair of socks each, 
one small bag of odds and ends such as compass, fire starter, 100% DEET mosquito repellant (essential!), sunscreen, 
knife, hat and gloves for evenings, one pair of nylon long pants and super light long sleeve shirt each, etc. 
 

With full water bladder and food, Dave’s pack weighed in at about 27 pounds, and Jeni’s about 22ish. 
 

For food, we each took as much or more than we thought we would need, which turned out to be untrue. 
Basically a “staple” diet of GU “Chomps,” Sport Beans, dried mangos, Wheat Thins, date nut bread (her), black licorice 
and beef jerky (me), and a few other odds and ends. I also took a 20 liter supply of Gatorade electrolyte packets and 
Crystallite raspberry lemonade flavor packets for my water, as it somehow seems to make even warm water taste a bit 
cooler and drinkable, which helps me drink enough fluid; over the trek I ended up drinking over 30 liters, BTW! 
 
 All humor aside, once we left Longmire, it was a real thing – this was a dangerous, demanding and momentous 
challenge, and it was on for real: for the next 60 hours or so, we would face one of the great challenges of our lives, with 
no real guarantees that would actually be able to complete it anywhere near our goal times. 

http://www.swiftwick.com/


 Day 1: Reflections Lake to North Puyallup Camp – 26 miles, 6200 feet elevation 
gain, 7300 feet elevation loss. Low point: Longmire; 2780 feet, High point: Emerald Ridge; 
6000 feet.  
 

 The first leg was a rocky, rooted, switchback-filled 6.1 mile 
downhill trail to Longmire, one of only two places along the way where we 
could buy any food or replenish anything. We ran the entire leg in 1:12, 
but since we were only an hour into our trip, we had no need to replenish, 
other than to grab a quick Ice cream sandwich and head back out on the 
trail. From this point, we wouldn’t be near civilization or have a chance to 
catch up with Rick for almost 36 hours and 54 miles, so what we had, 
except for water, was what we had. Would it be enough? 
 

After the run to Longmire, we left 
civilization 24 minutes after arriving, and 

within a mile, we were on Rampart, one of 4 major peaks for the day, and one of more 
than 20 for the trip. This was one of the small ones – only 1000 feet up over 3 miles.  

 
Just as a note, as far as running, we ran all the flats, the majority of the descents 

(especially early in the day before the steep down slopes stared beating the knees and 
quads up) and jog/hiked – “Jiked” – as much of the rest as we could. This said, there are 
parts that simply cannot be run. Some are far too steep, some are far too rough, some 
were too overgrown, and sometimes it was just too dark to run, and almost to walk. More 
than once, there were portions that if we had had to negotiate them in the dark, we 
would have had to stop or even retreat, and could have easily walked off the mountain; 
this is not, by any means, a “safe,” manicured trail, and it is for sure not a “running” trail (i9n some parts, it’s barely a 
walking trail!), though some of the segments near the “civilized” outposts were awesome. There were also a few other 
little obstacles that we encountered along the way that worked to slow us down from our goal pace of 2 miles per hour. 
  
 The temps were in the high 80’s at the lower altitudes, and thank goodness that much of the trail was through 

the forest, or heat would have been a much bigger factor than it was. After 
summiting Rampart, we had a small descent through Pyramid Creek camp, 
the first of 23 camps – what we jokingly called “Check Points” – and then 
headed up – and up – another 1800 feet and 6 miles to Devil’s Dream 
Camp and beyond. Our first rest break came 5 hours after we started at 
our first high alpine meadow at Indian John Henry’s cabin, a ranger patrol 
cabin located at over 5000 feet. The Columbine flowers were so thick it 
almost looked like the meadow was still covered in snow. The high 
meadows were truly the best parts of the trip visually. We arrived here at 
around 3:30 pm, stopped for a quick lunch and got the first of what turned 
out to be many incredulous looks from the travelers we met when they 
heard what we were attempting. 

 
 The general reaction from everyone we met was amazement/incredulousness combined with a fair portion of 
“they’re obviously insane” looks. One couple was doing the trail in 12 days, and one guy, a marathon runner, had done it 
in 5 and was wiped out after. Since we had been on the trail for only about 5 hours, I have to admit that the first shreds 
of doubt started creeping in. Every one of our days was equal to what was normally done in 3 or 4, and the scale of the 
maps was deceptive – we’d look at the map in the morning, see there were only 4 summits, and think we were going to 
have a “cake” day, only to still be on the trail 12 hours later with another big hill still to go. 
 
 After Indian John Henry’s, we got to experience our first “real” descent, and any ideas we had that the descents 
were going to be restful spots to make up time went out the window. They were often so steep and so tough that we 

The Start at Reflection Lake, 10:40 am, July 25 

The view from Rampart, 7/25 – 1:35 pm 

Indian John Henry’s, 7/25 – 3:30 pm 



were really beat up by the end, and were looking forward to anything different. By the end of the trail, we were 
dreading the downs more than the ups… they were both stresses, but the ups were more muscular, while the downs 
were skeletal, and ultimately more wearing. 
 
 We also got to cross our first of many major rivers on what became innumerable single-log bridges, and to see 
some of the devastation that Rainier can dish out. 
 
 As afternoon fell away into evening, we started up our 
biggest challenge of the day, a 2000 feet, 20 degree average pitch, 
two mile climb to Emerald Ridge, which turned out to be one of the 
highlights of the trip. It was also our first experience with a major 
snowfield, though it would not be the last. 
 
 We stopped high on Emerald Ridge for a 20 minute dinner 
break, and reveled in what can only be described as awesome 
grandeur. It was so amazing as to be hard to describe – one of my top 
3 highlights of the entire trail. 
 

 Then… a scary traverse across a 65 degree downslope snowfield, and a 
seemingly never-ending, 2800 foot, 4 mile descent to our first camp at the North 
Puyallup river. This hill sucked, and the lights turned out half way down, meaning we did 
the last two hours in darkness with headlights. 
 
 Just at twilight we did meet one single traveler (the marathon runner) at the 
Klapatche camp on the shores of beautiful St. Andrews Lake. He was the first person we 
had seen since Indian Johns, and would be the last for almost another 18 hours. 
 
 We finally made the camp at about 10:45 pm, almost exactly 12 hours after we 
started. After a bit of looking and backtracking, we (finally) found the toilet, the bear 
poles for our packs, and also found out that the camps in the hills were a fair bit chillier 
than we had hoped. One bright light (literally) was that I had brought a single small tea 
candle, which really went a long way toward making us comfortable as we set up our 
bivies and ate a meager, cold snack before turning in at about 11:45. 
 

 Day 2: North Puyallup to Granite Creek – 33 miles. 8500 feet elevation gain, 5700 feet 
elevation loss. Low point: Ipsut Creek Camp; 2530 feet, High point: Granite Creek Camp; 
6300 feet. 
 

Wake up was at 5:15, and by 6:48 we were on the trail with a quick 4 mile, 1500 foot climb to Golden Lakes, 
another high meadow, and very beautiful. We had fallen into a 
comfortable rhythm, with her leading the descents, where she excels, 
and me leading the climbs, so we were able to switch the route finding 
duties throughout the day.  

 
We were able to stay up on the Golden lakes ridge and run for 

nearly 3 miles of relative flat before heading down on a pleasantly 
runable descent to South Mowich river camp. From there, we started 
what would turn out to be one of the single toughest segments of the 
entire trail, the 5 mile, 2600 foot climb to North Mowich, which is very 
steep and unrelenting. Near the top, around 12:20 pm, we met the first 
folks we had seen since the previous evening, and at North Mowich, one 

Descending from Emerald Ridge – 7/25 – 8:00 pm 

St. Andrew’s Lake – 7/25 – 8:55 pm 

North Mowich L:ake – 7/26 – 12:40 pm 



of few places you can drive to on the north side of Rainier, there were several parties heading to or from Spray Park, or 
one of the several highlights in that area. 

 
The next segment was one of our least favorite of the trip: the descent down Ipsut pass is almost 40 degrees, 

and contains almost 60 switchbacks. It is also south facing, and was so overgrown, it was like walking through a rain 
forest, on a foot-wide trail, hundreds of feet over a large canyon. At night, it would have been very difficult going, to say 
the least. 

 
Thankfully, after the first mile or so, the trail widened and flattened as it hit the forest, and we were able to run 

several more miles, trying to save some daylight for what would be the most challenging few hours of the entire trek – 
the climb from Ipsut Creek camp to Mystic, and then the treacherous descent past the west fork of the White River, and 
the final, steep, nasty, overgrown climb to our camp at Granite Creek, which was also the high point of the day. We had 
been on the trail for 10 hours, and still had 12 HARD miles and 6.5 hours to go. This was when the psychological factors 
really started kicking in for the first time. 

 
We were also running out of food. 
 
By lunch, it was becoming pretty obvious that we had simply not packed enough calories. We were 

conservatively burning between 500 – 650 calories per hour, and with 12 hours the first day, and what would end up as 
almost 17 the second, we were about 20,000 calories in debt, and we had only packed perhaps 4000, which really looks 
(and weighs!) like a lot of food when you’re standing at the start line! That’s 40 packages of Chomps, for goodness sake! 

 
By mid-afternoon, we were rationing our food to 

make sure we had enough for the final big climbs, as well as 
enough for breakfast the next morning; Rick had planned on 
hiking in to Granite to meet us, and we were desperately 
hoping that he would have some extra calories, like a big bag 
of greasy chips or a side of beef with him. Jeni joked that if he 
hadn’t brought food, cannibalism wasn’t out of the question, 
her vegetarianism notwithstanding. 

 
The climb to Mystic was incredibly tough, and Jeni 

was starting to bonk a bit from lack of food. We said a prayer 
for Saint Rick, and started eating what we had left, leaving 
only one emergency bagel for the morning. 

 
There were several highlights amidst the suffering, however; in 

the high meadow before Mystic, another of my top 3 places, we saw 
our first bear, a cinnamon colored black bear about 150 feet off the 
trail. Apparently there was a cub, but we didn’t see it. We were also 
serenaded by the Mystic Marmot choir. We arrived at the beautiful 
Mystic Lake just at sunset, where we actually met a ranger who 
checked our permit, gave us another of the disbelieving looks, and 
wished us good luck; we still had 5 of the toughest miles of the whole 
race to go, and Jeni was bonking hard. 

 
 We’ve found out that we each have our low points during 
races. Mine is 3:30 – 5:30ish in the afternoon where I have to give it all 
I have to keep up with her, but as the evening gets on, I do better and 
better. Jeni is a rock star all day, but as the sun goes down, especially if she can’t eat enough, she starts to suffer, and 
tonight was a tough one. On the last climb to Mystic, her heart beat went from a normal 145 (this should give you an 
idea of how long/steep the hill was: that’s 145 while walking!) – to 115 in less than 30 seconds, and she almost passed 
out. 

Carbon River, looking up to Mystic, 7/26 – 6:10 pm 

The Bear near Mystic, 7/26 – 8:20 pm 



 
 For the next few hours, I sang songs, told bad jokes, recited 
partially remembered poetry, and generally did everything I could to keep 
her from falling asleep while walking, or falling off the narrow, wet and 
slippery logs we had to cross. 
  
 The final 2 mile climb from the river to Granite sucked, plain and 
simple.  
 

Steep, overgrown, wet, narrow, steep, long, and steep. It never 
seemed to end. About ½ way through, we ate the final emergency bagel, 
knowing full well that if Rick hadn’t made the hike in, we were trekking on 

an empty stomach the next morning, as we hadn’t seen anyone for over 10 hours, and there was no one to even mug for 
trail mix! 
 
 The bagel seemed to help, and we pulled in to Granite at 11:47 pm, 13 minutes ahead of schedule, and 16 hours 
after we started the day, to the beautiful sight of Rick sleeping in his Hubba, with a food bag of Chex mix and licorice! 
Yeah, Rick! 
 
 We basically fell into bed, with the temps hovering just above freezing, and realized that someone had left the 
light on… the full moon was full in our face, and what a sight! The negatives were that our knees were pretty achy – 
even Advil/Aleve didn’t cut it, and it was bloody freezing. It was a long short night, let me tell you. 
 
 We hit the beds just before 1:00 am, and decided to sleep in an extra few minutes, setting alarms for 6:00 am. 
With the cold, the moon and the achy legs, I didn’t fall asleep for real until after 4:00, so morning came pretty early. 
 

 Day 3: Granite Creek to Reflections Lake – 35 miles. 9000 feet elevation gain, 11,000 
feet elevation loss. Low point: Maple Creek; 2615 feet. High point: Skyscraper pass and 
Panhandle Gap; 6750 feet. 
 
 Rick had two bagels with him, and along with the Chex mix, that would be enough to get us to Sunrise Visitor 
center, 3.8 miles up the trail, where we could restock with enough food for what would turn out to be our longest day. 
 
 As seemed to be our trend, we left camp and started hiking 
uphill. The good news was we were a fair ways up the hill already, and 
the other good news was that the views from Skyscaper gap are 
amazing, and from there, it’s only a couple of miles run down to Sunrise 
and real food! 
 
 We got to Sunrise at 9:16 am, only to find the restaurant/store 
didn’t open until 10:00. Thankfully, Rick had hiked in from Sunrise, so 
our car was there, and we had extra food in the car, so we could reload 
for the day. After using the restroom and refilling our bladders, it was 
9:45, so we decided to wait the extra 15 minutes and get some real 
food. 
 
 Jeni ordered a grilled cheese and I had a veggie burger, and we each took ½ to go before saying bye to Rick and 
heading out on our last few legs. This is where we made our only real navigational error of the trek. The signs near 
Sunrise Visitor Center and Sunrise Camp are not clearly marked, and we ended up running an additional ½ mile downhill, 
followed by a ½ mile back up to the correct path – twenty minutes wasted, when we had no time to spare, but there was 
no sense dwelling on it, so we shouldered the packs and tried to make up as much time as we could – the finish was only 
a bit more than a full marathon and 13 peaks away, after all…  

Mystic, 7/26 – 8:55 pm 

Skyscraper Gap, 7/27 – 8:30 am 



 
We were able to run the entire 8 miles past White River and a fair ways up the hill toward Summerland, another 

of the real highlights of the trek. The last mile or so to Summerland features several hundred oddly spaced and irritating 
stairs, and twenty or so snow drifts that needed to be negotiated before we reached one of the most beautiful views on 
Rainier. The only thing that kept us from fully enjoying the view tremendously was looking at the next leg of the trip, the 
climb to Panhandle Gap, the highest point on the Wonderland. We paused to eat the rest of our lunch for ten minutes, 
and at 2:24, we headed out onto the snow! 
 
 July was asterisked “*” in the first paragraph for a reason; July might be the “dog days” for much of the northern 
hemisphere, but July is still Rainier spring, and much of the east/south sides of the mountain, especially at the high 
elevations, were still covered in snow.  
 

No, I mean really covered.  
 

From Summerland, we hiked up, down, across and through snow 
for over 9 straight miles, including a 50 degree traverse 500 feet above 
the valley floor to cross Panhandle gap. We were on the snow, with only 
a few small breaks, for over 5 hours. 
 
 The other problem with the snow is that you are now having to 
route find, since you can’t see the trail, often for hundreds of yards. 
There are very few wands or markers, and basically no one has been on 
this portion of the trail yet, this early in the year, so your speed falls way 
down as you try to find a way to the next ridge or gap. 
 
 The plusses are that snow is much more forgiving heading down, 
even while being more difficult to climb, and the views on this portion of 

the Wonderland are Amazing, with a capital A! Perhaps the most scenic overall portion of the trip. 
 
 The portion from Panhandle Gap to Box Canyon – an overall 
descent of 3800 feet, also featured 11 climbs of various lengths over 12 
miles, and was incredibly demanding mentally, as we wanted to be 
heading down for home, and kept having to do another climb. We were 
“smelling the oats,” and were pushing hard to get to the end, taking 
some extra risks on the down hills, and not eating or drinking enough. 
We ended up running more than 20 miles on the final day, and more 
than 42 total during the whole trek. 
 
 We blasted into Box Canyon at 10:14 pm, where St. Rick was 
waiting for us with some final encouragement for what would be our 
final leg, the 6.9 miles from Box Canyon to Reflections lake. 
 
 Box Canyon was to have been our start/finish point, but since we had moved up to Reflections, we now had an 
additional 7 miles or so – mostly uphill – to the finish.  
 
 Overall, we had managed to maintain an average speed of just over 2 miles per hour while trekking, which may 
not seem very fast, but I would challenge you to maintain that pace over this length on trails this difficult. Trust me, we 
weren’t lagging along. With that figure in mind, we departed at 10:24, hoping Rick would meet us between 1:30 and 
2:00 am. 
 
 We were actually feeling pretty good at this point, and ran the first 3.5 miles before hitting the last nasty hill – as 
overgrown, steep and narrow as any we had faced. For what seemed an interminable time we switchbacked, climbed 

Traversing to Panhandle Gap, 7/27 –3:30 pm 

Back to Panhandle Gap from Indian bar, 7/27- 5:15 pm 



and clawed our way up and up, crossing 9 river crossings along the way, before suddenly, like a mirage, we were at the 
road! 
 
 This was a joy like little I had felt before from an athletic endeavor. Exhausted but fulfilled, we had finished at 
12:41 am. We looked for Rick, but… there was no Rick. With a plummeting, sickening feeling in my stomach, I also 
noticed that the road was sloping the wrong way, and most curiously, somewhere in the past couple of hours, someone 
had rudely moved Mt. Rainier several degrees to the north. 
 
 I pulled out the map and right away noticed where we had gone wrong: the trail actually crossed the main road 
to Longmire twice before finally reaching the top at Reflections Lake, an additional 1.9 miles uphill.  
 
 From great joy to the depths of despair in 10 seconds. This was the worst psychological moment of the entire 
endeavor; to be so close, to think you’re done, to have busted your hump on the last hill as hard as you can, only to find 
you had another 2 hard miles – an entire hour more uphill – still to go was a tough pill to swallow. If we hadn’t come so 
far, and if we weren’t so close, I’m not sure we could have made it. 
 
 The only good news was that at that point, unless we wanted to lie in the road and hope Rick or a mountain goat 
pulling a rickshaw came along, there was nothing to do but put one foot in front of the other and press on. 
 
 We didn’t talk much on the final leg, but exactly 1:02 
later, at 1:43 am, we finally stepped out onto the correct road 
at Reflections Lake, with Rick and the car waiting for us, with 
chocolate milk and diet Pepsi in the snow bank beside the 
road. We were finally done, 63 hours and 3 minutes after we 
began, we had completed one of the earliest season 
unsupported circumnavigations of the Wonderland Trail, 
complete with snow and route finding, in a time less than a 
fourth of what most hikers take to make the same trek. 
 
 We actually spent about 42 hours trail time from 
camp to camp, with an actual “moving time” of 38:10, an 
average of 2.6 miles per hour moving, or 23 minutes per mile, 
while climbing/descending the equivalent of nearly 3 
Rainiers. The unofficial record is under 24 hours by a fully 
supported ultra runner, but I would have to almost see it to believe it… that’s an average of under 15 minutes per mile, 
and some of this trail – especially in July – just can’t be run. Assuming this record to be true, I tip my hat to the amazing 
feat, and shake my head in wonder… this is a feat that transcends even Badwater, Leadville or the Western States 100 
for difficulty by a wide margin. 
 
 Rick drove us to Yakima, where we indulged in a real hotel, and fell into bed at 4:00 am, after what must have 
been the two of the best, most desired showers in history, and slept like zombies for 6 hours before concluding the trip 
home. 
 
 Surprisingly, we had very few injuries to report – somehow, neither of us had taken a real header or fall, and we 
ended up with only 1 good blister each, though Jeni suffered some pretty serious edema/swelling of her legs over the 
next couple days. 
 
 As to my worry about being able to skip along through the scheduled campsites and being able to press on 
faster, we were so glad to make camp each evening and fall down, that wasn’t a concern even once… break times were 
never too long, let me tell you. We did, however, often consider stopping earlier, but knew that if we did, we wouldn’t 
be able to finish in time, so that helped us push through each day. 
 

The Finish at Reflection Lake, 7/28 – 1:43 am 



 To be honest, I’m not sure either of us will try to repeat this trek anytime soon – or possibly ever, though there 

are several amazing parts of the trail we would like to revisit in a more leisurely fashion so that we can enjoy them fully, 

and sit with our feet in the water for a few minutes. Spray Park (which we didn’t see, as it is an offshoot of the 

Wonderland), Emerald Ridge, Indian John Henry’s, Panhandle Ridge (in Summer!), Mystic… wonderful memories of a 

trek that will define us for a long time to come. 

 

 Several folks have asked us if it was fun, and there is no great answer. Finishing was fun. The accomplishment 

was fun. Some of the vistas were memorable, even awe inspiring, but “fun” isn’t how we would describe the actual 

doing; there simply wasn’t time, and we were working too hard to have “fun.” On the other hand, one of the 

mountaineering maxims is that “it doesn’t always have to be fun to be fun,” and this fit that bill exactly. Would I do it 

again soon? No, but I wouldn’t trade the “having done” for almost anything. 

 

 It’s great having a partner who likes to push herself as hard and as consistently as you do… one thing that was 

terrific was that except for a couple of mutual “okay, I’m ready to be off this descent” comments from both of us, there 

was basically no complaining, no one gave in or gave an inch. We were focused on our goal, and committed to seeing it 

through to the end, the best and fastest we could. Even on the way to Nickel Creek when we weren’t sure we were on 

the correct trail, we kept our composure, worked together, and kept moving toward the end of the trail. 

 

 As far as the other benefits, having done it, there is little I can look at now that scares me in the physical sense. 

This was hard! The 5 day adventure race in September looks much more doable, as does Ironman next June. Having the 

opportunity to undertake such a massive undertaking in some of the most amazing scenery on Earth with a tough-as-

nails partner and great supporter is an honor that will stay with both of us for our lifetimes. 

 

 In all, I would highly recommend the Wonderland Trail to all hikers and lovers of nature… but I’d also highly 

recommend you take a week or more to do it! 


